The 2022
Scott Paddack
Historical Patch Set

There are two ways to obtain EVERY patch in this set…
1) Buy one of the 50 limited patch sets for $500 each.
OR
2) Earn each patch to complete the collection.
This booklet explains how to get them all!

This is the patch that sparked the entire set. The patch was
designed by Daved Paddack, Scott’s son and fellow patch hound.
Daved and Scott enjoyed designing patches together and worked
on several projects, especially OA patches. This patch has a
Candy Cane border and is our “Trader” patch, the patch that
should be worn on the uniform (but you should buy two, one to
wear and one to collect). Focusing on Scott’s alter ego, this
“Santa” patch has everything Scott loved about the season. The
19 years: Yours In Scouting represents the 19 years Scott worked
for the Mason-Dixon Council.
Merry Christmas, Scott!
This patch will sell in the Scout Shop for $5.00 each, no limit.

Celebrating Scott’s love for the Baltimore Ravens and his
association in Raven’s Roost, this patch replaces what is normally
themed the Executive patch or the DE patch. The jersey number
is “59” because it was Scott’s favorite number: The year of his
beloved red Cadillac, he collected all things 1959. Using a purple
border for the Ravens instead of the traditional Executive yellow
border, this patch will still be given by a MDC scout professional
to a volunteer who goes above and beyond. This year, the
Executive (football) patch will be given out to every scout or
scouter who completes a small project for the MDC. See the form
on the next page to qualify. This patch can also be purchased for
a $50 donation.

How to earn the Executive Patch
Service - Above And Beyond

The Boy Scouts of America is a volunteer-driven movement. We would NOT be the Mason-Dixon Council if not
for you, our volunteers. This patch takes volunteering to the next level. To earn this patch, you must complete at least a 4-hour service project at the Mason-Dixon Scout Service Center, Camp Sinoquipe, or Camp
Stoney. Project must be outside normal unit service projects and singular in nature (Adopt-A-Campsite would
not count). Project must be approved by Jack Rhodes if at Camp Sinoquipe, Don Harriman if at the Service
Center or Ed Marfut if at Camp Stoney.

Name_______________________________________________

Unit___________________

Property of Service Project_______________________________________________________

Description of Service Project_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Approved By_____________________________________________________________

Completed Date___________________________________

Please turn in to service center for patch presentation.

This patch is the 2022 Friends of Scouting or FOS patch. The only
way to earn the RED border patch is to donate at least $150 to the
2022 FOS Family Campaign. So everyone can earn this patch,
please make sure you schedule your FOS presentation where you
have the most families present. Scott started a 5-patch FOS patch
set last year. The first one (still available for a $150 donation to the
2021 FOS Campaign) has “I PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG”
inscribed on the patch with three scouts saluting the American
Flag. This patch continues that series with “OF THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA” and has the flag in the backdrop with Scott coming
off the patch in his scout uniform. There is also a very limited
black border patch that you only can get by purchasing the entire
limited set, or by being the FOS presenter to another unit (not your
own).
2021

Scott was passionate about many things. His passion for Scouting and
developing youth into leaders was unwavering. If you knew Scott, you heard
many stories about Camp Sinoquipe. HE LOVED CAMP SINOQUIPE, what it
meant, how it changed kids who attended and seeing it grow. This patch has
a few meanings. The group of scouts hiking were taken off the last patch that
Scott designed, the 2021 Historical Set. The scouts in his patch had five
hikers marching to the right. On this patch there is a sixth hiker, representing
Scott hiking the opposite way toward the mountain with a cross, taking Scott
home. The picture is of Scott receiving his Pop Stoner award from the
Tuscarora District. This patch will be included in the limited sets of 50 but
can also be obtained by making a minimum donation of $250 to the
Sinoquipe Endowment Fund. The Sinoquipe Endowment Fund was created
so we can use the interest of the account to improve Sinoquipe year after
year. The money donated for this patch will continue to grow Sinoquipe in
Scott’s name.

Scott loved North High and had very close ties to the athletic department.
The North High Leader Information Night Patch is earned simply by
coming to Leader Information Night. Details will be out, but it is normally
held some time after summer camp. There is a second way to earn this
patch: Simply volunteer for an event, product sale, council fundraiser or
campaign above and beyond your current volunteer role. Roles and ideas
are listed below. The third way to get your hands on this patch is by
purchasing it for $50 at the Scout Shop.
Name_______________________________

Unit______________

Volunteer For___________________________________________
Ideas - Popcorn chair or co-chair, Community FOS team, Tree Lot
manager, Clay Shoot committee, Spring Fundraiser, Polar Bear Plunge
committee, or come up with your own event that benefits the council.

Crazy Scott! MC, DJ, life of the party ALWAYS! The Crazy Scott logo was
used for his DJ gig. When there was a Scouting event that needed a
Master of Ceremony, you can bet Scott was on the microphone. This “Be
Prepared,” Crazy Scott patch is membership driven. There are three
ways to earn this patch. 1) Each unit can earn one of these just by submitting their rechartering paperwork BEFORE January 31st, 2023.
2) Plan, advertise and do a new scout signup event (council drives not
included). You will earn one patch for every new scout that registers (up
to five (5) per event). And finally 3) Buy the patch in the Scout Store for
$50.

Check Box
Early Unit Recharter Paperwork

Unit______________________

Name____________________

Recruiting Event

Unit______________________

Event Date_______________

The Back Patch
There are two different border colors.
•

One is available for purchase in the Scout Store for $50. That is the Trader Back Patch and
has a red border (shown).

•

The other will have a gold metallic boarder. This VERY special back patch will only be
available if you start or help start a new unit or restart a unit that COVID dropped. Three
metallic gold border back patches will be awarded for every unit started in 2022.

•

The only other way to get both back patches is by purchasing the entire set.

Complete Set

We are having 50 complete sets made up. Each set is priced at $500 and
will include one of every patch shown below. In addition, the set will
include a black border FOS patch and a metallic gold border back patch.
If you purchased all nine of these patches separately, the cost would be
$805. Reserve yours TODAY!!!

